


When you add air to a balloon, the 5 At the top of the troposphere, the warm
balloon expands, or gets bigger, because air spreads outward toward the poles. As it
the pressure inside is greater than the moves away from the eq,uator, the air cools
pressure outside. If you pop the balloon, and becomes more dense. This more dense
the air rushes out until the pressure inside air sinks back to the surface at about
and outside are eC\.ual. Air flows from high 30° latitude north and south of the eC\.uator.
pressure areas to low pressure areas. In

VReading Checknature we call this w.ind.

VReading Check 4. After the molecules transfer their heat
energy, the air __ Earth.

2. Wind blows from one area to an area a. moves into space from
with ___ pressure. b. comes back down toward
a. higher c. circles around and around
b. equal
c. lower 6 The sinking air produces areas of high

pressure. Some of the sinking air moves
2 Air pressure is caused by moving back toward the eC\.uator and produces

molecules. When air absorbs solar energy, trade winds.
molecules move faster and spread apart. 7 As sinking air flows back toward the
This decreases the density of the air. It eC\.uator, it does not flow in a straight north-
also decreases the air pressure. As a result, south path. Because of Earth's rotation, the
warmer air is less dense than cooler air. path of the airflow appears to curve. To an

3 Differences in air pressure are caused observer on Earth, it appears to curve to
by uneC\.ual heating of Earth's surface. The the right in the Northern Hemisphere and to
sun's rays don't strike all parts of Earth the left in the Southern Hemisphere. This is
eC\.ually. Areas around the eC\.uator receive known as the Coriolis effect.
the most energy from the sun. As the warm,

VReading Checkmoist air is heated, its density decreases
and the air rises. The rising air creates an
area of low pressure near the ground. 5. The curved path of wind caused by

Earth's rotation is called the

VReadlng Check a. trade winds
b. Coriolis effect

3. Rising air __ the air pressure near c. Southern Hemisphere
Earth's surface.
a. decreases 8 Some of the air that sinks back toward
b. stabilizes the surface continues toward the poles.
c. increases Because of the Coriolis effect, winds flow

from west to east as they travel along the
4 Heated air continues to rise until it surface from 30° to 60° latitude north and

reaches the top of the troposphere. The south of the eC\.uator. These winds from the
troposphere is the lowest layer of the west are called westerlies.
atmosphere where most weather occurs.
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9 Near the top of the troposphere is a fast
moving air current called the jet stream.
The jet stream is caused by westerlies.
Winds in the jet stream may move at speeds
greater than 160 kilometers per hour.

V"neadlng Check
6. Which of these is most affected by the

jet stream?
a. sailboats
b. hikers
c. airplanes

Word Study

10 Once air reaches the poles, it circulates
back toward the e<J.uator. Air currents flow
from east to west along the surface from
the poles (90°) to 60° latitude north and
south of the e<J.uator. These air currents are
called the polar easterlies. Easterlies are
persistent winds from the east. Near the
poles, they are called the polar easterlies.
Near the e<J.uator, persistent winds from the
east are called the trade winds.

11 Together, all these winds produce a
global wind pattern that helps forecasters
predict weather.

Nouns The words in bold type are nouns. A noun is a word that indicates a
person, place, or thing.

Ella gave Mary her umbrella. (persons)
The sun heats Earth unevenly. (places)
The wind blew the tree over. (things)

Each phrase below contains one noun. Write the noun.

7. the balloon expands
8. the wind blew hard
9. the flowing path curved

10. the teacher called me
11. buried in sand
12. more dense air sinks
13. molecules move faster
14. from out of the north
15. the students worried
16. gave them to the scientist
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Standardized Test Practice
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Global Wind Patterns
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Models Models can help you understand difficult concepts. Think
about how this map is a model of Earth. How would it help you
predict winds at a specific location?

17. The map shows that
winds
A. always blow from

north to south
B. blow in different

directions at
different places

C. always blow from west to east
D. change direction between day and night

18. Trade winds south of the eq,uat6r blow from __.
A. southeast to northwest
B. east to west
C. northwest to southeast
D. west to east

Test Tip

Multiple Choice Use
tIte map to answer tIte
q,uestions.

19. Trade winds north of the eq,uator blow from __.
A. southeast to northwest
B. east to west
C. west to east
D. northeast to southwest


